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Let p> 5 be a prime and a, b, c relatively prime integers such that 
a”+ bp+ cJ’=O. A theorem, similar to Stickelberger’s, is used to obtain certain 
relations involving a, b, and c. If  p J abc, for example, these relations give a 
complement of Kummer-Mirimanoff congruences when we have a knowledge of 
which of the numbers n$; i (1 - [E)“‘, r even, 2 < r < p - 3, are pth powers in 
Z[(I,,]. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
Let p > 5 be a prime number, [ = [, a primitive pth root of unity, A the 
Galois group of Q([ + i-*)/Q, A the ideal class group, and E the group of 
units of Z[Y + <-‘I. Let 
(P- 1v2 
C= kj, [(l -c”)(l -[-‘)]?Q~EE 
it is a subgroup of finite index of E. Denote by W the quotient group 
E/C, and by (A), and ( W), the p-Sylow subgroups of A and W. The 
following result has been proven in [63 (Corollary of Theorem 2) and can 
also be deduced from a theorem of Mazur and Wiles (see [2, p. 1461). 
THEOREM 1. Every annihilator, in Z[ A], of ( W)p also annihilates (A),. 
In this note we give an application of Theorem 1 to the study of Fer- 
mat’s last theorem. Let a, b, CE E\(O) relatively prime, and suppose that 
ap + bP + cp = 0. Denote by T the number (a + b[)(a -t bc-‘) if p j c, and the 
number ((a+bl;)/(l -i))((a+bi-I)/(1 -i-l)) ifplc. Then r~Z[[+i-‘] 
and, as is known since Kummer, there exists an ideal W of Z[[ + 5 - ‘1 such 
that 
(5)=P. (1) 
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Our results are summarized in the following theorem. We denote by B, 
the nth Bernoulli number defined by t/(e’ - 1) = C,“=, (B&I!) t”. 
THEOREM 2. For all r even, 2 6 r <p - 3, we have either 
I-&!:; (1 -[k)k’=aP,f or some aeZ[LJ, andhence B,-,-,=O modp or 
[ 
P--l s p-l 
kl--l, (1 - rkjk’ 1 fl (a + bl?)” = BP, (2) j=l 
for some s E Z and /I E Z [{I, which implies that: sBp _ 1 _ I = 0 mod p, $p 1 ab; 
(s+- l)B,-,-.-Omodp, ifplc; and 
B 1 P-l 
S 
p-1-r 
p- 1 -r=G j~,jp~2-‘UJmodp, (3) 
where u = - a/b, if p 1 abc. 
Observations. Theorem 2 and its corollary (iii) extend, to arbitrary p, 
results of [S, Part II], as was promised in that article. We can think of this 
theorem as a complement of the following consequence of Stickelberger’s 
Theorem, that implies Kummer-Mirimanoff congruences (Refs. Cl, 3,4]): 
Let r be odd, 1 <r <p -4, then either pI B,, 1, or there exists y E Z[[] 
such that 
p--l 
n (a + bck)“‘= yp. 
k=l 
If p 1 abc, this equality implies that J$‘:,’ jp-‘-’ It’= 0 modp, where 
u= -a/b. 
Proof: For 1 <k <p - 1 denote by ck the element of A such that 
ak([+‘[-l)=[k+c-k. Let r be even, 2<r<p-3, x: A-L,” the p-adic 
Dirichlet character such that X(0,) = kp-‘-’ modp, and e, = 
(l/ld() CdE,, x(o) e-’ the corresponding idempotent. We know that 
le,( IV),) # 1 if and only if n$:: (1 - ck)k’= tip for some a E Z[[] and that 
in such a case we have p 1 BP- 1--r [2, Sect. 8.3 or 4-J. 
Suppose that le,( W), ( = 1, then e, annihilates ( IV),. By Theorem 1 we 
conclude that e, annihilates (A),. Let A= (p-2) Cic,‘)” k’ok, then 
1~ e, modp. By (1) we have (r)” = (bl)” for some pi E Z[[ + c-l], hence 
E,@ = & for some sl E E. Since e, annihilates (IV), we have that .a: = 6~4 for 
some 6 E C and .s2 E E. We also have A2 = 1 mod p, therefore 8rA = & for 
some~2~Z[~+~~1].Now,6”=[(1-~)(1-~~’)]5~*~~forsomepositive 
integer s0 and &EQ(~+~-‘), so [(l-JJ(l--c-‘)]“o”r”=& for some 
p4 E Z[c + c-l]. Since r is even, this equality is equivalent to (2), which we 
can also write (since Cf= i k’ E 0 modp) in the form 
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and 
for some y E Z[[]. 
Since yp 5 d mod p, for some d E Z, we have that (4) implies (3) if p 1 abc, 
as has been proven in [S, Proposition 2 of Part II J. If plabc, then (4) or 
(5) imply that 
for some e~i2, where v=O if p)ab and v=l if p\c (note that p*)a+b if 
p(c), and this congruence in turn implies that (s + v) BP- 1 -r - 0 mod p 
(Refs. [4,5 1). This ends the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Let I be even, 2 d r bp - 3. 
(i) If plub and plBpplpr, then fl$‘;,’ (u+bS’Y’=yP for some 
YE aa. 
(ii) If plc and pi Bp-,--rr then fl$‘;:((u+b[j)/(l -[j)y=y” for 
some y E Z[{]. 
(iii) Zfptubc undp(B,-,-, but ng:i (1 -[k)kr is not upth power in 
Z[[] then C’:‘jp-22-rvj= 
- b/c; - c/b 1: 
1 - 0 mod p, for all v E { - ufb, -b/u, -u/c, - cfu, 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the theorem, and (iii) 
follows from (3) and from the symmetry in the hypothesis on a, b, and c, 
when p l ubc. 
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